COLLABORATION TOOLS
TO IMPROVE GUEST
EXPERIENCE WITH A FAST,
EFFICIENT SERVICE
G Suite helps you improve guest
experience, generate revenue, and
improve operational efficiency
with seamless collaboration. As a
Google Cloud Partner, MediaAgility
has worked with several travel and
hospitality organizations to
harness the power of G Suite.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

G Suite and Vault Deployment

POOR GUEST EXPERIENCE

PERSONABLE GUEST EXPERIENCE

Android for Work

Guests, bring with them a certain
level of service expectation. Not
meeting those expectations may
result in loss of loyal and potential
customers, loss of business, angry
guests, and damaged reputation.

Access right tools to gain insights
into guest / customer sentiments.
Understand guest / customer
behavior and expectations to
quickly launch relevant,
personalized service offers.

INCREASED COSTS

REDUCED COSTS

Paper copies of service manuals,
dispersed resources and
information, absence of a
centralized reference material
library, fuzzy lines of
communication, etc. add up to the
operational costs.

Reduce costs by improving
operational efficiency with centralized
information hub, reduced paperwork,
managed compliance laws, etc.

24x7 Support
AD Integration and SSO
Change Management from
Google certified experts

ABOUT US
MediaAgility is a digital consulting
company focused on Analytics,
Innovation and Collaboration.

DERAILED COLLABORATION
Paper copies of product manuals
can be hard to find when
connected workers need to
troubleshoot issues.

https://goo.gl/cneAHN

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION
Empower your employees to provide
outstanding service and collaborate
at ease. Manage, share, and iterate
together on service information in
real-time with easy access to
manuals from mobile devices.

INVENT YOUR
DIGITAL FUTURE
We provide digital consulting
services to help our customers
understand and respond to the
digital revolution. We do this by
being your strategic thought
partner, develop innovative
solutions together and bring our
deep expertise in technology,
design thinking and agile
implementation.

START NOW

Seamless collaboration
to better manage guests’
requests

Streamlined
operations

Increased revenue

Stay connect with your
teams, always!

OUR APPROACH

Strategic thought partnership

SURE START

Idea to Impact in 90 days

From brainstorming your initial
vision, through best-practice
design & build, to production
enhancements, you can be
assured of our expert guidance
throughout.

Braintrust & Innovation
workshops
Run on new paradigm shifting
technologies
Accelerate time to market, stay
competitive

SM

SM

We bring you world-class
design-thinkers and engineers to
be your thought partners and
intelligent solutions providers.

CONTACT US
Start your free Sure Start℠
assessment today.
solutions@mediaagility.com
London : 020 3743 8441
New York : 6096815754
New Delhi : 1130018086

Reduced Costs

THE BENEFIT
COST SAVINGS

PARTNER ADVANTAGE

NOW AND NEXT

Focused marketing
efforts

SM

We engineer solutions on new
paradigm shifting digital
technologies, be it AI, big data
analytics or Internet of Things but
we start with wherever you are
today.

Eliminate capital expenditure, simply
pay for what you use. Reduce IT
complexities and resource
investment; control full value of your
investment to achieve higher ROI.

CONTINUOUS INNOVATION
We run innovation workshops, where
we push the boundaries of invention
to mobilize your ideas. Store, share,
collaborate and discover more in
global communities.

EXPERTISE
Our expertise is built upon decades
of experience and continually
challenging the status quo.
Partnered with leading tech
providers like Google and Amazon
and have over 750 customers
across the globe.

